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This study will focus on quantifier domain restriction in connection with the issue of hidden 

variables. Restriction will be viewed as being resolved through a process whose first step is 

the identification of so called ascription. Following Stanley (2000), it will be assumed that as 

a truth-conditional effect of extra-linguistic context, restriction is traceable to logical form. 

One important difference with Stanley is that the interpretation of quantifiers is calculable 

with reference to the verbal arguments, and not the predicate in general. While Stanley 

proposes a general hidden event variable which is traceable to the predicate, the ascription 

account assumes a number of arguments, which may include a hidden variable, involved in 

the interpretive process. Thus, under the proposed account, quantifier domain restriction 

proceeds by checking against the arguments, overt or covert, of the predicate. 

 

 

1. Unarticulated constituents vs. hidden variables 

 

A current debate centers on the issue of whether truth-conditional effects of extra-linguistic 

context are traceable to context or logical form. On the one hand, those effects are accounted 

for in terms of what John Perry (1986: 206, 1998) called unarticulated constituents. These are 

elements derived from context and are not conveyed by any morpheme present in the 

utterance. Stanley (2000: 410) summarizes the idea thus: 

 

(1) x is an unarticulated constituent of an utterance u iff (1) x is an element 

supplied by context to the truth-conditions of u, and (2) x is not the semantic 

value of any constituent of the logical form of the sentence uttered. 

 

An alternative to unarticulated constituents is an account, championed by Jason Stanley, 

involving hidden variables which are saturated by reference to context, but the variables 

themselves are slots carried by logical form. Sentence (2) is a typical example adduced to 

compare the relative merits of the two competing accounts. 

 

(2) In every room in John‘s house, he keeps every bottle in the corner. (Stanley 2000, 

example 22b) 
 

Stanley argues that the restriction of quantifier domain in this example cannot be a matter of 

an unarticulated constituent introduced on the force of contextual salience only—it cannot be 

taken to mean ―every bottle‖ in any context where the utterance is produced. Although this 

interpretation cannot be ruled out completely, the restriction of the quantifier is constrained by 

the considerations of logical form of the first clause, and that interpretation takes precedence 

over a contextually salient reading which may arise only given special circumstances. 
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In the present study, some evidence will be presented in favor of the hidden variable 

account, evidence which according to Carston (2008) has been scant. But I will attempt to 

modify Stanley‘s account. The examples provided in the present contribution will show that 

there are more interpretative possibilities than just those that are bound by a single variable 

carried by the predicate. Specifically, within the interpretations allowable by logical form 

there are configurations which depend on the properties of the arguments of the verb. Where 

Stanley captures context-dependent content in terms of event variables carried by the 

predicate in general, I will show that a number of elements within a predicate can be 

implicated in ascription resolution. 

 

 

2. Quantifier ascription 

 

In what follows, a case of alternating quantifier readings will be presented. The examples will 

show that the interpretation of quantifiers is less open to the whims of context and more 

disciplined by syntax than it is generally believed. 

The sentences (3a-b) are descriptions of the same situation. They differ in terms of the 

perspective they take.  

 

(3)  a. I inherited a million dollars from Dad. 

b. Dad bequeathed a million dollars to me. 

 

The two sentences are mutually entailing logical equivalents linked by a converse relation. 

However, that equivalence disappears when the theme argument of the verb is not a concrete 

value but a universal quantifier.  

 

(4)  a. I inherited everything from Dad. 

b. Dad bequeathed everything to me. 

 

The interpretation of the quantifier is different in each case. In (4b), the quantifier is 

interpreted as 'everything that Dad owned'; in (4a) the quantifier can mean either 'everything 

that Dad owned' or 'everything that I own now'. A similar relation holds between sentences 

(5a-b) below. In these pairs, the sentences containing a RECEIVE-type verb have a potential 

for ambiguity which is not normally found in the GIVE-type sentences. It is not my intention 

to explain the variation in terms of the distinction between GIVE-type and RECEIVE-type 

verbs. As will be demonstrated later, this correlation is not perfect and can be made to 

disappear under special contextual conditions. 

 

(5)  a. We bought everything from Bell and Spencer Co. 

b. Bell and Spencer Co. sold us everything. 

(6)  a. I've learned everything from Dad. 

b. Dad has taught me everything.  

 

 

2.1 Ascription vs. restriction 

 

This interpretation of the quantifier is not exactly a case of the familiar question of quantifier 

restriction (Kratzer 1986; von Fintel 1994), where ―everything‖ is taken to refer to the 

quantity brought into focus in a given context. Rather, the main question is which participant 
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in the sentence is associated with the quantity expressed by the quantifier. This new sense will 

be referred to as quantifier ascription, as is represented in angle brackets in (7). 

 

(7)  a. I inherited everything from Dad, <everything associable with the recipient>.  

 

It should also be emphasized that quantifier domain restriction and ascription are not separate 

questions. Ascription is part and parcel of restriction—the exact value arrived at in the course 

of ascription serves as input for restriction resolution. Furthermore, restriction and ascription 

are hard to tease apart, and the relationship between them depends on the meaning of the verb. 

In the case of the ‗bequeath‘ scenario in (4b), the ascriptive input <everything associated with 

the agent/source argument> is fed into the restriction stage. Then restriction proceeds to 

establishing what part of the quantity associated with the agent is meant, which in this 

particular case is likely to be ―everything owned by the agent‖. On the other hand, in example 

(8), it is unlikely that the agent sent all her possessions to the recipient. Although in both (4b) 

and (8), the quantity conveyed is carved down to a value associable with the agent, the verb 

‗send‘ makes that value much smaller than the wholesale ―everything she owned‖.  

 

(8) She sent everything to her son. 

 

The resulting quantity established by the interaction of restriction and ascription is what is 

normally understood as quantifier domain restriction. The important point to be made here is 

that restriction is not an impressionistic context-dependent matter, but instead a reading whose 

interpretation starts by checking the relevant ascription, which depends on the verbal 

arguments in the sentence. As will be shown below, when no overt argument is available for 

ascription, it is directed toward a hidden variable, usually a hidden location argument. But 

certain interpretations are impossible, especially when the interaction of ascription and 

restriction would yield readings involving potential contextual constituents violating the 

semantic nature of overt or hidden arguments. However, before details of these limitations are 

presented, it is important to review some properties of ascription. 

 

 

2.2 Ascription is an implicature 

 

The value negotiated between ascription and restriction can actually be part of the utterance 

expressed overtly as an afterthought (9a), or as a relative clause following the quantifier (9b). 

 

(9)  a. I inherited everything from Dad, <everything that I own >.  

b. I inherited everything <that I own> from Dad. 

 

The fact that quantifier ascription-restriction can be expressed overtly is a sign that it is 

reinforceable, a typical characteristic of an implicature. What lends further support to this 

possibility is that quantifier ascription also passes another classic test for implicature, namely 

cancelability (10a). When the first implicature is canceled, it passes on to the next available 

argument. In this context, the inheritance comprises the totality of the speaker's father's 

possessions; the speaker herself probably owns possessions of her own apart from what she 

inherited. 

 

(10)  a. I inherited everything from Dad, but not everything that I own.  
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b. I inherited everything from Dad, but not everything that I own, <so probably 

everything that Dad owned>. 

 

Ascription is an example of a generalized conversational implicature (GCI). Example (11) 

shows that it does not require a specific context to arise. Whereas particularized 

conversational implicatures (PCIs) depend on the question A asks and will vary from context 

to context, the GCI is constant across various situations. No matter what background 

assumptions are held by the speakers, a predictable GCI arises defining which of the 

participants will be associated with the value of ―everything‖. This makes ascription similar to 

conjunction buttressing (Levinson 2000), scalar quantity implicatures (Horn 1972,  

Ariel 2008), and other instances of GCIs identified in the literature. 

 

(11)  A: Were you and Dad close? 

B: I learned everything from Dad. 

GCI: Everything that I know. 

PCI: Dad and I were very close. 

 

 

2.3 Preferred ascriptions 

 

The quantifier ascription phenomenon is an interesting case in the debate between scholars 

promoting hidden variables and those in favor of free enrichment by means of unarticulated 

constituents. If it can be demonstrated that ascription is predictable and easily constrained, it 

could count as evidence in support of hidden variables. If, on the other hand, it turns out that 

ascription is pliable depending on the speaker‘s intentions and contextual conditions, it would 

be proof enough that free enrichment can safely account for their interpretation without the 

risk of overgenerating. The discussion below will show that the debate cannot be settled 

conclusively, as each side may find useful arguments to argue either way. However, I will 

attempt to indicate certain limitations to unarticulated constituents which are not explained 

away by means of purely pragmatic mechanisms.  

What is of particular interest is that ascription is not really a free-association decision. 

Depending on the verb and the syntactic frame it imposes, some arguments will have first dibs 

on the quantifier association, whereas other arguments are considered following cancellation 

of the first ascription. If ascription to a given argument is indeed an example of a GCI 

characterized by interpretive preferences in the sense of Levinson (2000), it could be 

suspected to be strongly controlled by logical form. Of the examples reviewed so far, 

RECEIVE-type sentences allowed for the first ascription to be canceled and shifted to the 

next available participant. This smooth flexibility did not obtain in GIVE-type situations. In 

the ―bequeath‖ scenario (4b above), only one interpretation is possible (―everything the giver 

owned‖). If it is canceled, the next available interpretation will not be associated with the 

recipient, but with another donor or it will involve a different restriction (but within the same 

ascription), e.g. ―everything that Dad kept in his tool shed‖. The ascription <everything that I 

own now> does not arise if the quantifier is used without modifiers or explicit contextual 

elements. 

 This example makes it tempting to propose a correlation between ascription preference 

and the syntactic status of the recipient and source. Perhaps the argument in the subject 

position is the most natural focus of ascription. This would be ideal evidence for the linguistic 

licensing of context-derived content. Unfortunately, a review of a larger number of examples 

casts doubt on a simple connection between ascription and the argument‘s position in the 
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sentence. For example, in the sentences They robbed him of everything or They stole 

everything from him, the recipient argument is not a likely ascription focus, despite its 

prominence as subject. 

Also, what could count as evidence in favor of free enrichment is that, given sufficient 

contextual priming, ascription can be force-fitted to any argument, even one which is not 

regarded as a likely candidate out of context or in a neutral context. For example, it was 

argued above that the recipient argument of the verb teach is not normally ascribed the value 

of the quantifier. But in a situation where two speakers are discussing their knowledge of 

some academic field and one of them, surprised at how much the other knows, asks ―How do 

you know all that?‖, if the other picks up an encyclopedia and says ―This encyclopedia taught 

me everything‖, the ascription will be with the recipient complement of the verb, not the 

source argument. (The source ascription is not very plausible, as an encyclopedia contains 

much more material than an average reader would care to go through.) 

If there is a correlation to be found, it is probably a matter of semantic roles, with the 

possibility that the source argument is the first candidate for ascription. But even this 

generalization is not very reliable. Because in its inherent variation, ascription seems to be a 

highly verb-specific contingency, finding clear regularities is a goal for a separate study. 

What is noteworthy is that when little contextual information is available, some 

ascriptions are more attractive than others, and that is clearly dictated by logical form. Even 

though ascription regularities may be hard to capture in neat formulae, there are clear 

preferences associated with concrete scenarios. An event conveyed by a specific verb will 

evoke presumptive interpretations of ascription. 

Perhaps more importantly, the various ascription-restriction interpretations in all these 

cases coincide with the arguments in the sentence. Even if the claim of preferred presumptive 

readings being associated with specific verbs turns out to be incorrect, and instead it is 

demonstrated that context has a decisive say on which ascription is entertained, the fact 

remains that ascriptions bind with verbal arguments. Even when a given interpretation is not 

ascribable to an overt argument, an argument responsible for that interpretation can be easily 

pointed out as a covert argument which can be equated with Stanley‘s hidden variable. It is 

the syntactic structure of a sentence that guides ascription-restriction resolution; restriction is 

not an extra-linguistic calculation based on common sense. 

Why should this fixation with verbal arguments be so important? Because they are 

what constrains free enrichment. Free enrichment does not enjoy absolute freedom: where it 

loses touch with verbal arguments, it produces interpretations which can be considered 

overgenerated. Consider the following example. 

 

(12) We loaded everything into the trunks.  

 

Here the first interpretation is not <everything that is in the trunks>. It is perfectly possible 

that some objects had been in the trunk prior to the loading and they are not included in the 

interpretation of the quantifier. A more likely interpretation is ―everything we had to load‖ or 

―everything that was sitting next to the car‖ or some such. In other words, the ascription is 

associated with arguments other than ―the trunk‖, namely the agent or an implicit location 

where the things expressed as ―everything‖ were pre-stored. The goal ascription <everything 

in the trunk> does not arise unless strongly cued. It cannot be ruled out completely, as (12) 

could be a natural thing to say in a situation where the interlocutors are inspecting the 

contents of the trunks of the cars in front of them, and one says (12) with stress on ―we‖. 

What is definitely not likely is ―everything‖ being interpreted as ―the cars‖. Such an 

interpretation would go against some properties of the notion of possession. But before the 
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rationale is explained, it is important to first address more obvious causes behind the oddness 

of interpreting ―everything‖ in (12) as ―the cars‖. It could be argued to be a banal case of the 

physical impossibility of putting a car into its own trunk. However, such interpretations are 

odd even in situations where the laws of physics do not get in the way. For example, (13a) can 

be interpreted as clearing the front seat of the things on its surface (13b); or it could even 

mean unscrewing some bizarre devices secured to it for whatever mysterious reasons (13c), or 

indeed any other fancy scenario one might invent. But what (13a) cannot mean is something 

like (13d), where the quantifier is intended to refer to the whole car. Theoretically, one could 

imagine removing a seat from a car and frame such a scenario as (13), but that would not be 

an acceptable way of expressing this situation. 

 

(13) a. Remove everythingC from the front seat. 

b. C = anything scattered on the seat. 

c. C = things screwed to the seat. 

d. C ≠ all the other parts of the car.  

 

 

2.4 Possession in ascription 

 

At this moment, the most likely explanation of the unacceptability of (13d) and the limitations 

on the ascription between a quantifier and verbal arguments is that the quantity ascribed is 

subject to possession. An ascriptive link between a quantifier and a given argument can be 

established only if it can be thought of as a relation of possession; a quantifier can be ascribed 

to an argument if the participant expressed by that argument can be thought to possess the 

value captured by the quantifier. 

 Some hints of the involvement of possession come from the behavior of ascription. As 

was argued above, ascription is an implicature and can be easily canceled, but it will then 

attach to the next plausible participant. This produces a paradoxical effect: at each 

cancellation the ascription slips away, which makes it seem like ascription is apparently not 

defeasible after all. This impression is due to an internal bipartite division of the unexpressed 

meaning, where one part of the understood message is the fact that the quantity is subject to 

possession. The other part is ascription proper, or in other words, the requirement that the 

quantity be associated with a specific participant. The possession part of the meaning is most 

likely not an implicature because it remains constant and survives cancellation attempts. But 

because it is not defeasible and possession entails a possessor, it forces the ascription to attach 

to another participant once an initial ascription has been canceled. The two elements, 

possession and ascription proper, form an ascription complex.  

The exact meaning and nature of the primitive POSSESS is a potential point of 

contention. Possession is normally associated with animate participants, naturally the best 

candidates capable of possession in the first place. But this sense is too narrow for many 

situations relevant to the present problem and it will be extended here to allow more possessor 

types, including non-human animate possessors and inanimate possessors. No detailed 

typology of possessor or possession types will be offered here—a comprehensive treatment 

can be found in works produced within the Cognitive Grammar framework, such as 

Langacker (2008) or Šarić (2002). What matters here is that from the linguistic point of view, 

possession covers a much wider range of relations than the concept of ownership. If languages 

allow syntactic instruments reserved for expressing possession, such as the genitive, to be 

used to describe less obvious cases of possessive relationships, as in ―the sea‘s food web‖, 

then clearly even a locative association between a place and an object present there can be 
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thought of as a case of possession. Further evidence for such an extended view of possession 

can be drawn from studies of the syntactic properties of structures involving possession. For 

example, Rappaport and Levin (2008, footnote 10) show that ―possessors and, thus, recipients 

can be inanimate in certain instances of inalienable possession, as in give the house a coat of 

paint or give the page a number.‖ In the broadened conception of possession, a possessor-

possessum relation arises in meronymic combinations. Thus, the ―number‖ can be thought of 

as a possessum of the ―page‖ because it is part of the page. 

One property of meronymic pairs is that the relationship between the part and the 

whole is strictly one-way. ―The number of the page‖ is acceptable, but ―the page of the 

number‖ sounds odd. Similarly, the possessive link between a car and its trunk is a one-way 

irreversible relationship, one can say ―the car‘s trunk‖, but not ―the trunk‘s car‖. This is why 

the ascription (13d) above does not go through. The ascription of a quantity to an argument is 

awkward when that quantity cannot be conceptualized as a possible possessum. This 

limitation can be formalized as follows. 

 

(14) Holonymy Blocking Constraint 

Restriction cannot include in its scope a quantity which would be a holonym for the 

argument that the quantifier is ascribed to.  

 

The constraint proposed does not have perfect predictive power. Some larger-than-

meronym ascription interpretations are possible although they seem to run counter to this 

generalization. Given some charitable interpretive persistency, one could insist that (13d) is a 

conceivable restriction (based on the ascription to the location argument ―trunks‖). That is 

probably because the cognitive flexibility of how we conceptualize situations can sometimes 

override the irreversibility of the possessor-part relation. For example, although it is more 

common to talk about ―citizens of a second class‖, we have no difficulty understanding ―a 

second class of citizens‖ as conveying the same proposition. The mind has the flexibility to 

metonymically rotate the picture and make sense of reverse associations. 

Another reason for the acceptability of anomalous expressions is the intentionality of 

the anomaly. A case in point is the humorous ―Let‘s lose this crowd.‖ Most likely the very 

secret of this expression lies in the conceptualization of a crowd as a small object. 

Incidentally, in this example too, what is violated is the intuition of possession—a small part 

breaking out of a much larger whole is conveyed as the former dropping the latter, which is a 

clearly farfetched reversal of proportions. But instead of appearing odd, this mental 

misrepresentation provides a pleasant surprise. 

 Thus the constraint which helps disregard holonyms in quantifier restriction should be 

viewed as a violable one. It is also not likely to be a specific rule which would be part of 

pragmatic processing. Instead it is more of an epiphenomenon of possession-based ascription. 

Since the broadly-construed primitive POSSESS enters in the interpretation of quantifiers, it 

is to be expected that the recovery of the intended content will be guided by some 

mechanisms inherent in possession such as the one-way part-whole relationship.  

What should be clear from the above discussion is that constraints on restriction are 

imposed by logical form, and not by considerations of context. Holonym interpretations of 

quantifiers do not go through, even if they are shown to make sense in a given context, 

precisely because they are filtered out by the arguments that ascription binds with.  

Because ascription is directed toward arguments, regardless of whether they are overt 

arguments or covert elements capable of being realized as arguments, the semantics of those 

arguments determines the possible restrictions of a quantifier. Without this screening 

influence of arguments, any contextually-justifiable restriction would be possible.  
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Now, before hidden variables and reliance on logical form can be endorsed as the 

determinants in quantifier domain restriction, it is worth considering some objections to 

covert elements which have been raised in the literature. 

 

 

3. Criticism of hidden variables 

 

3.1 Differences between overt and covert elements 

 

Objections to Stanley‘s variables have recently been advanced by Carston (2008) and Hall 

(2008). Carston points out that overt and covert indexicals are separated by a clear difference 

of kind. She uses Recanati‘s observation that overt indexicals must be saturated or 

disambiguated. On the other hand, covert indexicals are free to remain unspecified. She 

illustrates the difference with the example ―She sings‖. Carston argues that an addressee who 

fails to assign a specific referent to the pronominal indexical has failed to grasp the 

proposition of the utterance. ―Some female person‖ is not a sufficient saturation for the 

pronoun, for which nothing short of a definite identification will do. No such obligation arises 

for covert indexicals, so supplying a location for ―It rains‖ is not necessary for the successful 

comprehension of the proposition. The status of the location indexical in the sentence ―It‘s 

raining!‖ has enjoyed much prominence in the debate on the pragmatic effects ever since it 

inspired Recanati‘s (2002) famous weatherman scenario
1
 whose point was to demonstrate that 

location is an unarticulated constituent which may or may not be specified. Carston concludes 

that this categorical difference ―upsets the idea that the elements proposed by Stanley are 

simply covert counterparts of overt indexicals; rather, they appear to be a new and unknown 

category of linguistic element (for which there is scant evidence).‖ (2008, 146) 

Putting aside the issue of whether differences between the two types of indexicals 

represent sufficient grounds for dismissing covert variables out of hand, it is not exactly clear 

that overt and covert indexicals are really all that different. First, overt indexicals are not 

always obligatorily saturable. There are degrees of definiteness of reference and there is no 

indication that overt indexicals require the highest degree of specificity. Second, covert 

indexicals are not exactly free to remain completely unspecified either, the weatherman 

notwithstanding. 

Let us consider both points in turn, starting with the obligatory saturation of overt 

indexicals. The pronoun she in The Police song ―Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic‖ has 

remained unsaturated since its official release in 1981. It is neither a deictic demonstrative, 

nor discourse-anaphoric, nor a bound variable. By strict definite reference standards, the 

indexical is not assigned a specific value and all that can be retrieved is the indefinite ―some 

female person‖, and yet few fans would confess failing to grasp the proposition expressed.  

                                                           
1 ‗Imagine a situation in which rain has become extremely rare and important, and rain detectors 

have been disposed all over the territory (whatever the territory — possibly the whole Earth). In 

the imagined scenario, each detector triggers an alarm bell in the Monitoring Room when it 

detects rain. There is a single bell; the location of the triggering detector is indicated by a light on 

a board in the Monitoring Room. After weeks of total drought, the bell eventually rings in the 

Monitoring Room. Hearing it, the weatherman on duty in the adjacent room shouts: ‗It‘s raining!‘ 
His utterance is true iff it is raining (at the time of utterance) in some place or other.‘ (Recanati 

2002, 317) 
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From the point of view of the cognitive status, referents can carry different degrees of 

salience. They can be located on a givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993).  

 

(15) in focus > activated > familiar > uniquely identifiable > referential > type identifiable 

it that 

this 

this N 

that N the N indef this N a N 

 

While pronouns typically refer to the section of the hierarchy stretching from uniquely 

identifiable referents to those in focus, pronouns can by all means also be used for referential 

indefinites or even merely type-identifiable referents (e.g. ‗A good midwife is very important 

for the ward. She monitors the deliveries; she encourages the mothers; she often even stands 

in for the doctor!‘). Pronouns, of course, must refer to something; they cannot point to a 

vacuum, but the referent does not necessarily have to be maximally salient in order to count as 

saturated. 

What about covert indexicals? Can they really remain unsaturated? According to 

Carston (2008) and Recanati (2002, 2007), there are uses of weather verbs which eliminate 

the relevance of their location variables. Recanati denies that ‗rain‘ carries an implicit location 

argument, and argues that it should be treated as a zero-place predicate. He insists that ―(n)o 

location argument is involved in the argument structure of the predicate.‖ (Recanati 2007: 

128) Carston‘s example is ‗What happens in the atmosphere when it rains?‘ (2008, 146), and 

Recanati‘s case for the optionality of covert variables is the weatherman example. Despite the 

undeniable locative indeterminacy of these two scenarios, it is beyond belief that these events 

are completely sterile in terms of their locative reference. Carston‘s ―in the atmosphere‖ may 

not be as geographically concrete as ―in Paris‖, but it nevertheless is a locative adverbial 

phrase which focuses the addressee‘s attention on where the event in question is taking place.  

As for Recanati‘s weatherman scenario, he attempts to deprive it of any hint of a clear 

location by concluding with an emphatically noncommittal ―in some place or other‖, but this 

is precisely what counts as a locative description. Generic as it is, it registers as a value of the 

location parameter which can serve as a reference point concrete enough to anchor other 

locations relative to it: 

 

(16) When it rains in some place or other, it is always sunny 100 miles away. 

 

Without presupposing some implicit location in the first clause, the locative phrase ―100 miles 

away‖ would make no sense. But the maximally vague location is still a satisfactory 

antecedent for the location referred to by the adverbial in the main clause.  

  

 

3.2 Too many hidden arguments 

 

Another objection to hidden location arguments was offered by Cappelen and Lepore (2002). 

They argue that positing a hidden location argument opens the floodgates for a great number 

of arguments such as those specified in (17). This number could actually be carried ad 

absurdum if the hidden variable account allowed arguments for the temperature at the time, 

what the participants were wearing, etc. But no such danger exists—there is a clear difference 

between location and other fancy arguments. Temperature, humidity, clothing and many other 

such ―parameters‖ are not normally taken into consideration, unless specifically mentioned, 

while the cognitive prominence of location in the way we conceptualize events makes it 
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impossible to think about a situation without its locative configuration. As research on 

metaphor shows, even abstract descriptions make use of locative analogies, but this is a 

question whose breadth would exceed the limitations and purposes of the present study. 

 

(17) Mary kissed John in the park after midnight behind his left ear on August 24, 1999. 

(Cappelen and Lepore 2002, example 10) 
 

 

3.3 Hidden arguments cannot be antecedents 

 

Another potential problem with covert elements has been indicated by Partee (1989). She is 

not altogether convinced that implicit arguments should be incorporated in the syntactic 

representation of sentences because they show some properties which are not typical of overt 

pronouns. For example, unlike overt arguments, implicit arguments cannot serve as 

antecedents for pronouns. In (18a), the dependent adjective opposite presupposes an 

inferential antecedent ―one‘s parents‘ child-rearing method‖, but this cannot be antecedent for 

the pronoun ―it‖ in (18b). 

 

(18) a. Not everybody who thinks their parents did a bad job of bringing them up actually 

switches to the opposite child-rearing method. (Partee 1989, ex. 22a) 

 b. …the child-rearing method opposite to it. (Partee 1989, ex. 22c) 

 

A similar difficulty arises for an implicit location in Recanati‘s weatherman example. The 

unacceptability of (19) seems to corroborate Recanati‘s intuition about the absence of such a 

hidden location argument. Therefore, perhaps covert arguments are not part of logical form 

after all.  

 

(19) It‘s raining. *But it‘s sunny near it. 

 

However, this sort of behavior is common in other cases of understood arguments which are 

almost certainly present. Goldberg (2001) shows that implicit arguments which can easily be 

recovered and supplied as legitimate arguments of the verb cannot be antecedents in the 

subsequent clauses (20b). 

 

(20)  a. Tigers kill (their prey) at night.  

b. Tigers kill at night. *It is easier to catch. 

 

It is not entirely convincing that overt and covert indexicals are necessarily divided by 

this categorical criterion. The definiteness of reference can be partial or minimal for both 

hidden variables and overt indexicals. The difference between them may be one of degree 

rather than kind. The reference to a location presupposed by an event taking place can be 

vague or low on the relevance scale, but the reference to a person triggered by a pronoun can 

be just as indefinite. Even if it is not particularly relevant or named specifically, a location is 

understood to be part of any event. Therefore, perhaps Martí‘s (2006) attempt to salvage 

Stanley‘s hidden variables by making them optional is unnecessary. At least some hidden 

variables are real linguistic components, and location is one of them. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
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Stanley‘s assertion that all extralinguistic contextual effects on truth-conditional content are 

traceable to logical form may be a very strong claim. But its validity is confirmed at least in 

the case of quantifier domain restriction. Initiated by ascription to the arguments of a 

predicate, restriction is strongly constrained by the shape of linguistic expressions. In the 

examples reviewed in this paper, all quantifier interpretations are traceable to verbal 

arguments or implicit variables which have the potential of being realized as actual overt 

arguments. The alternative to Stanley‘s semanticist approach, free enrichment can indeed lead 

to overgeneration when it bypasses ascription‘s natural path through verbal arguments. 

Interpretations generated by way of free enrichment are impossible, even if they are shown to 

make sense in certain contexts, when they conflict with some properties of arguments which 

result from logical form. 
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